Splendid Skies!

There are 7 continents and 5 main oceans in the world!

Key Vocabulary
Climate
(noun)

Equator
(noun)

Ocean
(noun)
Continent
(noun)

Population
(noun)
Northern
Hemisphere
(noun)
Southern
Hemisphere
(noun)
Tourist
(noun)
Cliff
(noun)
Coast
(noun)

The average measurements of
weather conditions (temperature,
wind, snow, humidity, rain etc.) in
an area over a long time.
An imaginary circle around the
middle of the Earth, dividing it into 2
equal parts: the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern
Hemisphere.
A large expanse of salt water that
covers over 70% of the Earth’s
surface.
A large solid area of land. There
are seven in the world (Europe,
Asia, Africa, North and South
America, Australasia or Oceania
and Antarctica)
The number of people living in a
country, city or area

Wright Brothers
Neil Armstrong





First man on the moon
He flew the Apollo11
spacecraft to the Moon

Brasilia

Capital city of Brazil

Portuguese is spoken there

Population = about 3 million people

Located at the top of the Brazilian
highlands

It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
was named ‘City of Design’



Amy Johnson




The half of the Earth north of the
Equator

A person who visits a place for
pleasure

Birmingham Airport



1000 BCE

1783

1903

Kites are
invented in
China

Hot air balloon
flight

Wright brothers
first powered flight

She was the first
female pilot to fly
alone from England
to Australia
On 5 January 1941,
Amy's plane crashed
into the Thames.

London

Capital city of England

English is spoken there

Population = about 9
million people

Home to Queen
Elizabeth II

Biggest city in Europe

The half of the Earth south of the
equator

A type of landform on the surface
of the Earth. Tall, steep rocks
created by erosion.
The part of land adjoining or near
the sea

Orville and Wilbur
Wright
Invented the
airplane
The first flight lasted
12 seconds and
they flew for 120
feet



UK's third largest airport outside
London
50 different airlines land at the airport

Timeline of flight
1927
1930
First trans-Atlantic
flight

Jet engine
invented

1932

1939

1970

2011

First woman flies
across Atlantic

First jetpropelled
aircraft

First Boeing 747
commercial
flight

World’s first
flying car

